The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) has uncovered jewelry for adults and children containing dangerously high amounts of lead in one or more components of the jewelry items.

The following shows a sample of the confiscated jewelry.

This is a continuous self-running slide show.
Toxic Jewelry Samples, 2017

CHILDREN’S HAIR CLIPS
43,200 PPM LEAD
UPC #C22 LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
CHILDREN’S HEADBAND
433 PPM LEAD
UPC# B488 LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
CHILDREN’S HAIR CLIP
14,700 PPM LEAD
NO UPC # LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
CHILDREN’S HAIR CLIP
49,400 PPM LEAD
UPC #C506DK LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
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CHILDREN’S HAIR CLIP
494 PPM LEAD
UPC #C063DK LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
CHILDREN’S HAIR CLIP
2,540 PPM LEAD
NO UPC # LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
CHILDREN’S HAIR CLIP
8,590 PPM CADMIUM
UPC #C083DK LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
CHILDREN’S HAIR CLIP
1,300 PPM LEAD
NO UPC # LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
CHILD’S BRACELET
90,300 PPM LEAD
UPC #C403  LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
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CHILDREN’S HAIR CLIP
2,140 PPM LEAD
UPC #03DK LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
CHILDREN’S HAIR BAND
66,600 PPM LEAD
NO UPC # LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2016
Toxic Jewelry Samples, 2016

CHILDREN’S PLASTIC FROG PENDANT RING
57,400 PPM LEAD
UPC # C463 LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2016
CHILDREN’S PLASTIC HAIRCLIPS
650 PPM LEAD; COMES IN VARIOUS COLORS
UPC# JO61 MU LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
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CHILDREN’S PLASTIC HAIRCLIPS
1,100 PPM LEAD; COMES IN VARIOUS COLORS
UPC# JO28 MU LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
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PLASTIC HAIR CLAW
342 PPM LEAD
UPC# J005MU LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
CHILDREN’S PLASTIC CLAW HAIRCLIPS
591 PPM LEAD; COMES IN VARIOUS COLORS
UPC# JO17 MU LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
CHILDREN’S METAL DOG-SHAPED HAIR PIN
703,000 PPM LEAD   NO UPC#
LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
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CHILDREN’S METAL, DOUBLE-HEART HAIR CLIP
647,000 PPM LEAD
NO UPC# LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
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METAL GOLD RIBBON PENDANT
619,000 PPM LEAD
UPC# BB36112
LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
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METAL SQUARE HAIR CLIP
731,000 PPM LEAD
NO UPC#
LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
METAL HEARTS WITHIN BOW HAIR CLIP
630,000 PPM LEAD
NO UPC # LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
METAL HEART AND DOUBLE FLOWERS HAIR CLIP
707,000 PPM LEAD
UPC# SB449    LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
Metal Flower Hair Clip
768,000 PPM Lead
UPC# SB706
Luxy Accessory, Los Angeles, 2017
METAL BIG BOW HAIR CLIP
607,000 PPM LEAD
UPC# SB509  LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
METAL DOUBLE HEART HAIR CLIP
780,000 PPM LEAD
NO UPC#
LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
Adult Butterfly Toe Ring
696,000 PPM LEAD

UPC# T0030  LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
Adult Anklet
687,000 PPM LEAD
UPC# T1020 LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
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Adult Fashion Broach
700,000 PPM LEAD
UPC# BB36105  LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
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Adult Fashion Broach
696,000 PPM LEAD
UPC# BB100  LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
Adult Anklet
633,000 PPM Lead
UPC# T1081 Luxy Accessory, LOS ANGELES, 2017
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Adult Necklace
630,000 PPM LEAD
No UPC#
LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
Adult Necklace
636,000 PPM LEAD
No UPC#

LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
ADULT HAIR PINS
556,000 PPM LEAD; COMES IN VARIOUS COLORS
UPC# KC 102 LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
CAT ANKLET
2,380 PPM LEAD
UPC# T1550 LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
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ADULT BUTTERFLY TOE RING
697,000 PPM LEAD
UPC# T0040 LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
ADULT CROSS TOE RING
774,000 PPM LEAD
UPC# T1550 LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
ADULT STAR TOE RING
743,000 PPM LEAD
UPC# T0300 LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
ADULT NECKLACE
654,000 PPM LEAD
NO UPC LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
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ADULT NECKLACE
585,000 PPM LEAD
NO UPC LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
ADULT NECKLACE
724,000 PPM LEAD
NO UPC LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017
ADULT’S HORSESHOE PENDANT NECKLACE
502,000 PPM LEAD
NO UPC # LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2016
ADULT’S PALM TREE PENDANT NECKLACE
439,000 PPM LEAD
NO UPC # LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2016
CHILDREN’S LEATHER NECKLACE
623,000 PPM LEAD (CHAIN AND CLASP)
NO UPC# LUXY ACCESSORY, LOS ANGELES, 2017